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ABSTRACT

In nuclear power plants surveillance tests are required to detect failures in standby
safety system components as a means of assuring their availability in case of an accident.
However, the performance of surveillance tests at power may have adverse impact on
safety as evidenced by the operating experience of the plants.

The risk associated with a test includes two different aspects: 1)a positive aspect,
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Le., risk contribution detected by the test, that results from the detection of failures
which occur between tests and are detected by the test, and 2) a negative aspect, Le., risk
contribution caused by the test, that includes failures and degradations which are caused
by the test or are related to the performance of the test. In terms of the two different
risk contributions, the risk effectiveness of a test can be simply defined as follows: a test
is risk effective if the risk contribution detected by the test is greater than the risk
contribution caused by the test; otherwise it is risk ineffective.
The methodology presentation will focus on two important kinds of negative test
risk impacts, that is, the risk impacts of test-caused transients and equipment wear-out.
The evaluation results of the risk effectiveness of the test will be presented in the
full paper along with the risk assessment methodology and the insights from the
sensitivity analysis. These constitute the core of the NUREG/CR-5775.[''
*Work performed under the a u s p i c e s of the U.S.
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Nuclear Regulatory Conmission.
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SUMMARY

In nuclear power plants surveillance tests are required to detect failures in standby
safety system components as a means of assuring their availability in case of an accident.
However, the performance of surveillance tests at power may have adverse impact on

safety as evidenced by the operating experience of the plants. This aspect becomes
aggravated due to the volume and frequency of the present surveillance requirements.

In order to look at the problem with suxveillance requirements in its proper
perspective, the risk effectiveness or safety significance of surveillance tests should be
evaluated. The risk associated with a test includes two different aspects: 1) a positive
aspect, Le., risk contribution detected by the test, that results from the detection of
failures which occur between tests and are detected by the test, and 2) a negative aspect,
Le., risk contribution caused by the test, that includes failures and degradations which are
caused by the test or are related to the performance of the test. In terms of the two
different risk contributions, the risk effectiveness of a test can be simply defined as
follows: a test is risk effective if the risk contribution detected by the test is greater than
the risk contribution caused by the test; otherwise it is risk ineffective.
Typically, the risk evaluation of surveillance tests has concentrated on the positive
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aspect with a qualitative consideration of the negative aspects.
1

In this paper, we will present and demomtrate a quantitative methodology for

e

evaluating the negative impact of surveillance testing for a more comprehensive riskbased methodology in defining surveillance requirements for nuclear power plants.
With a brief review of the method for evaluating the risk contribution detected
by the test and a description of the various negative effects of surveillance testing (see

Table 1), the paper presents the methodology for evaluating the negative test risk
impacts associated with the negative effects. The methodology presentation will focus on

two important kinds of negative test risk impacts, that is, the risk impacts of test-caused
transients and equipment wear-out.
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Risk Contribution
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Root Cause of the Risk

Rt,

Risk from test-caused trips

Equipment failure, human error,
procedure inadequacy

%,

Risk from test-caused equipment wear

Inherent characteristics of the test,
procedure inadequacy, human error

Risk from test misconfigurations or
component restoration error

Human error, procedure inadequacy

Risk associated with test downtime in
carrying out the test

Unavailability of the component
during the test. Affected by the test
override capability

Rstate

dm

Table 1: Test-Caused Risk Contributions and their Root Causes.
The operating history of nuclear power plants indicates that the conduct of a
surveillance test while the plant is at power may cause a transient that causes or requires
a reactor trip. The test-caused transient, once it occurs, generally deteriorates the process

condition of the plant. The risk impact of the test-caused transient or the resultant trip
depends on the functions of the safety systems and sometimes on the operator actions
following the occurrence of the transient. Since the various responses of the safety system

and operators are typically taken into account in probabilistic risk assessments ( P a ) ,
the risk contribution from test-caused transients can be evaluated within the context of
a PRA model.
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Given a PRA model on the plant, the risk impact of test-caused transients can be
evaluated through that of the initiating events of the model, since the PRA initiating
events include test-caused transients as well as those transients caused due to reasons

other than tests. The risk impacts of various initiating events are easily obtainable from
the plant-specific PRA model. The extent by which the associated initiating events are
attributable to the test-caused transients can be identified by the analysis of the plant
operating data. The method for the risk impact of test-caused transients allows the

probability of a transient occurring during the conduction of a test to be estimated, and

also provides a mechanism by which the sensitivity of the test-caused risk contribution
due to test-caused transients can be evaluated with respect to the variation in standard
test interval.
On the other hand, the methodology for evaluating the risk impact associated with

progressive equipment degradations due to surveillance testing is based on the testcaused component degradation model. The model explicitly incorporates the number of
tests conducted on the equipment and the chronological time as parameters, since the
degradations depend on how many tests have been conducted on the equipment and also
the time period since the last overhaul point during which the equipment has been
exposed to the plant environment. The employment of the component degradation model
allows the increase in component unavailability or plant risk due to the standby timerelated stress and the demand stress from periodic tests to be evaluated as a function of
the time and the number of tests performed on the equipment. The sensitivity of the
component unavailability or plant risk to the change in test interval can also be studied
using the model.
The methodology for evaluating the risk impact of test-caused transients has been
applied to a representative set of surveillance tests including main steam isolation valve
(MSIV) operability testing and turbine overspeed protection system testing. The risk

contributions from test-caused transients were estimated in the framework of a NUREG1150 PRA. On the other hand, the component degradation model was applied to an

emergency diesel generator to evaluate the negative risk impact associated with the
progressive equipment degradations due to periodic testing. The evaluation results of the
3

risk effectiveness of the test will be presented in the full paper along with the risk
assessment methodology and the insights from the sensitivity analysis. These constitute
the core of the NUREG/CR-5775.[*'
The concepts and quantitative method for the test-related risk evaiuation can be
used in the decision making process for the establishment of the safety significance of

and for the screening of plant-specific surveillance test requirements, in conjunction with
the qualitative evaluation results from engineering considerations and plant operating
experience.

In this way, surveillance requirements in Technical Specifications can be redefined
to minimize the negative risk impacts, thus improving the overall risk-effectiveness of
sunteillance.
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